November 17, 1977
,.

Mr. Anthony A. Lapham

General COUDsel
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C.

20505

Dear Mr. Lapham:
Thank you for your letter of November 7 concerning public
disilosure of the documents related to Stanford and

Project MKULTRA.

.1 indicated in my letter of August 24, ve planned to
make ,uhl!e eli@ tilf6ftHItifftl IUPiJll@d by tb8 cn. This
1s to eonfirm that the documents received on Friday,
September 23, vere indeed duplicated and made public. Copies
were distributed to several University officers, major newspapers, tbe Stanford Libra~ and Stanford Archives.
As

Sincerely.

Richard W. Lyman

Copies: William F. Miller
Clayton' Rich
Robert M. Rosenzweig
John S. Schwartz
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Dr. Richard W. Lyman
President, Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305
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Dear Dr. Lyman:
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§SVGFal we@k§ a~O yall F@c@iv@6. a l@H@f 8V@i' my §ighcl!ti~e notifying you
that newly-discovered documents evidenced some type of involvement, direct
or indirect, between your university and Agency-sponsored research in the
1950's and 1960's into various aspects of human behavioral control. That
letter contained an offer to provide cgpies gf all relevant documents, and many
institutions chose to take advantage of that offer and chose further to make
public, as they were entirely free to do, either my letter';or the subsequently

provided doeuments, or both.
I also informed you in my letter that it was not our intention to reveal to
the public the identities of any institutions or individual researchers. While
it remains our intention to protect individual and institutional identities to the
fullest extent possible, the Agency has come under increasing pressure
through congressional inquiries and Freedom of Information Act requests to
release the names of institutions notified of involvement in these activities.
Where an in~ti~ution has itself made public these l'elationships, there would
s@@ffi i6 B@ IHil@ IJ6iHl iii BUr eoftHftUed refusal to confit"tn these facts.
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~4 indi~at~d

YOUr intGntioR t6 i3f6Via@ this itU6P=

mation to the public. In order for this Agency to be able to assess its position
properly in this regard, it would be most helpful if you would confirm whether
your university has publicly disclosed my previous correspondence or the
matters to which it related and, if not, whether· you believe the identity of
your university should continue to be protected against disclosure by this
Agency.
Sincerely,

?

A A 4-,~

~:z
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

VXP;

STANFORD, CALIFORNIA 94305
FFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Augus t 24, 1977

Mr. Anthony A. Lapham

General Counsel
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505
Dear Mr. Lapham:
Thank you for your letter of August 18, 1977. I wish to
accept your invitation to see the documents that show the involvement
of Stanford or indiviQuals affiliated with St&nford in'Project

MKYl:TRA.

PleSl~e ~eng

thgm dir@ctly tg me.

For your information, we intend to make knm'ln to the public

th@ f6flt@flts 6f yaur· l@tt~f, ana to

as you may supply us.

.:

~ePbrt

such further information

On one point we do need reassurance: Can universities now be
used by the CIA in the w~y in which they were apparently used in
Project MKULiRA? Or is it now the CIA policy not to use univers1ties
and their faculties without their knowledge and consent? I would

very much appreciate an answer.

Sincerely,

~7 RJty// ---/'
L

~.

Richard W. Lyman

J.'. . . . . .,'"'---

cc: William F. Miller
Clayton Rich
Robert M. Rosenzweig
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WASHINGTON.
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, Presid.ent, Stanford University School of Medicine
Staruford
California 94305
Dear- Sir:
The purpose of this letter is to bring to your attention a matter of
importance to you and your uni"versi ty .
The Central Intelligence Agency recently has located ,several thousand
undiscovered documents relating to activities funded by the CIA as a
part of Project MKULTRA in the 19505 and 1960s. That Project, which is more
fully described in the enclosed copy of a statement presented by the Director of
Central Intelligence at a joint public hearing on 2 August before the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence and the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific
Research of the Senate Committee on Human Resources, involved the initiation
and sponsorship by 'the Agency of research and development designed to identify
materials and methods useful in altering human behavior patterns. See also
the Final Report of the Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with
Respect to Intelligence (the "Church Committee"), Book I, Foreign and Military
Intelligence, pages 385 to 422, Sen. Rep. No. 94-755, April 26, 1976. Although
the more highly publicized portion of this activity concerned the testing of the
effects of various types of drugs on humans, most of the research did not involve
such testing but rather only far less controversial investigations into aspects of
human behavior and its determinants.
hith~rto

I

As explained in the Director's statement, until ~hese documents \vere
found it was believed that virtually all Project lvfK{.JL TRA records were destroyed
, by the Agency in 1973. These newly-discovered documents consist largely of
financial records, however, and add only fragmentary substantive information
concerning the nature and extent of MKUL TRA activities. What the documents do
contribute is information regarding the identities of researche!."s and institutions
involved in these activities and the funding mechanisms used to conceal CIA
interest. In some cases these individuals and instit~tions apparently were aware
of CIA sponsorship but in many other cases it appears the individuals or
institutions, or both, were not informed that the research \vas connected in any
wa y with CIA.
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Your university is included among the institutions at which some portion of
this CIA-sponsored research appears to have been performed or with which one or
more individuals performing some aspect of this research were affiliated. While
\~!e recognize this may be unwelcome news, we believe we have an obligation to
advise you of this fact so that you may initiate such action as you deem necessary
to protect the interests of your university. As noted on page 8 of the statement
by the Director, this Agency does not intend to reveal to the public the identities
of any university or other institution that knowingly or unknowlingly was involved
in MKULTRA activities, or the names of the individual researchers. The decision
concerning the manner in which you and your university choose to treat this
matter is, of course, yours alone. The Agency is willing, to the extent it is a.ble
and legally free to do so, to discuss this matter further with you or your representatives and to furnish such furt.her information as you may request: including
copies of the relevant documents. These documents, which I must again point out
do not provide more than a fragmentary picture of the various research projects,
are being assembled now and, depending upon your wishes, will be either mailed
or otherwise made available to you or your representatives for inspection. Inthis connection, we are consulting with the Department of Ju'stice to determine
whether we are free to disclose to you the names of the individual or individuals
affiliated with your university who performed the research in question. OU!
present understanding is that we are not at liberty to disclose this information.
Please address your correspondence and inquiries in this regard to the
undersigned.
Very truly yours,

Q.
Anthony A. Lapham
General Counsel
Enclosure
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The Director of CcntrJI Intelligence
\\ashington. o. c. 2030;

.. 2 AUG 1977

Honorable Daniel K. Inouye, Chairman
Select C?mmit·~ee on Intelligence
United States Senate
\-Yashington, D. C. 20510
Dear lVlr. Chairman:
In my letter to you of 15 July 1"977, I reported our recent discovery
of seven boxes of documents· related to Project l\~KULTRA, a closely held
CIA project conducted from 1953-1964. As you may recall, MKULTRA 'was
an 1' u mbrella project" under \vhich certain sensitive subprojects \vere funded,
involving among other things research on drugs and behavioral modification.
During the Rockefeller Commission and Church Committee invesUgaH ons in
1975, the cryptonym became publicly known \~hen details of the drug-related
death of Dr. Frank Olson "were publicized. In 1953 Dr. Olson, a civilian
employee oi the Army at Fort Detrick, leaped to his death from a hotel room
w"indow in Ne"v York City· about a \veek after having unwittingly consumed
LSD administered to him as an experiment at a meeting of LSD researchers
called by CIA.
IVIost of ,'{hat ,vas known about the Agency's involvement ""ith behavioral
. drugs during the investigations in 1975 was contained in a report on Project
r\·lKULTRA·prepared by the Inspector General's office in 1963. As a result
of that report's recommendations, unwitting testing of 'drugs on U . s. citizens
was subsequently discontinued. The IViKUI..ITRA-related report w'as made
available to the Church Committee investigators and to the· stuff of Senator
Kennedy's Subcommittee on Health. Until the recent discovery, it ,\-vas believed
that all of the 1\1KULTRA files dealing w'ith behavioral modification hod been
destroyed in 1973 on the orders of the then retiring Chief of the Office of
rrechnical Service t w·ith the authorization of the then DCI, as has been
previously reported. Almost all of the people \vho had had any connection
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'with the aspects cif the pl~oject \vhi~h interested Senate investigators in 1975
'were no long·er 'with the Agency at that time. Thus, there 'was little detailed
knco\vledge of the MKULTRA subprojects available to CIA during the Church
Committee investigations. This l.aclc: of available details ~ moreover, \vas
probably not 'wholly attributable to the destruction of !\olKULTRA files in 1973;
the 1963 report on MKUJ...TRA by ttne Inspector General notes on page 14: "Present
practice is to. maintain no records of the planning and approval of test programs. 11
•••• '!a

When I reported to you last con tins matter, my staff had not yet had an
opportunity to review the newly 10lc'ated material in depth_ This has now been
aceomplished ~ a.nd I am in a posititon to give you a description of the contents
of the recovered material. ·1 believe you will be most interested in the following
aspects of the recent discovery:

--How the material \vas discovered and why it \vas not previously
found;
--The. nature of this recently located material;

---How much new.information tbere is in ~he material \vhich may
not have been previously known and reported to Senate investigators; and,
--'\That 'we believe the most significant aspects of this find
to be .
..ro begin, as to ho\y 'we discovered these materials. The material had
been sent to. our Retired Records Center outside of lVashington and ,vas discover'ed
there as· a result of the extensive search efforts of an employee charged 'with
responsibility for maintaining our holdings on behavioral drugs and for
-responding to Freedom of Inforrnattion Act requests on this subject. During the
Church Committee investigation in 1975, searches for MKULTRA -related
materi~l \.yere made by examining both the active and retired records of all
branches' of CIA considered at all likely to have 'had assoeiation ,vith l\1KULTRA
documents. The retired records of the Budget and Fiscal Section of the Branch
responsible for such 'work were not searched, however. This ,vas because'
financial papers associated with sensitive projects such as IVIKULTRA 'were
normally Inaintuined by the Brancl1 itself under the project file, not by the
Budget and Fiscal Section. In the case at hand., ho\vever t the ne\vly located
material \vas sent to the Retired Records Center in 1970 by the Budget and Fiscal
Section as part of its own retired holdings. The reason for this departure from
normal procedure is not known. As a result of it, however, the material escaped
retrieval and destruction in 1973 by the then-retiring Director of the Office as well
as di.scovery in 1!)75 by CIA officials responding to Senate investigators. The
employee \vho located this material did so by leaving no stone unturned in his
_l""_ .
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Branch stored at the Hetired Records Center, including those of the Budget
and Fiscal Sectio'n and, thus, discovered the l\lKULTRA -related documents
\vhich had been missed in the previous searches. In sum, the Agency failed
to uncover these particular documents in 1973 in the process of attempting
to destroy them; jt similarly failed to locate them in 1975 in response to
the Church Committee hearings. 1 am convinced that there ,vas no attempt
to conceal this material during the earlier searches.

NextJ as to the nature of the recently located material, it is important
to realize that the recovered folders are finance folders. The bulk of the
material in them consists of approvtus for advance of funds, vouchers,
accountings, and ti1e like--:-most of_ which are not very informative as to .
the nature of the activiti,es that \vere undertaken.. Occasional project
proposals or memoranda commenting on some aspect of a subproject are
scattered throughout this material. In gener~, however, the recovered
material doe~ not include status reports or .other documents relating to
operational considerations or progress in the various subprojects, though
some elaboration of.the activities ~ontemplated does appear .. The recovered
. documents fall roughly into three categories:

--First, there are 149 MKUL'l'RA subprojects, many of 'which
appear to have some connection 'with research into
behavioral modification,. drug acquisition and testing
or admin.istering drugs surreptitiously ..
- --Second, there are two boxes of miscell~neous MKULTRA
papers, :i_neluding audit reports and financial statements
Jrom "cut-outl .' (i. e. intermedia'ry) funding mechanisms
. used to conceal CIA's sponsorship of variolls research
projects.
--t

---Finally, there-are 33 additional subproj ects conce2'"ning
certain intelligence activities previously funded under
MKULTR..,t\. 'which have nothing to do either~ \vith behavioral
modification, drugs, and toxins or 'with any other related matters.
\Ve have· attempted to group the activities covered by the 149 subprojects
into categories under descriptive headings. In broad outline, at least, this
presents the contents of these files. The activities nre placed in the following
15 categories:

--.~
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I. Research into the effects of behavioral drug"s and/or
alcohol:
--17 s.ubprojects probably not involving human testing;
--14 subprojects definitely involving tests on human

, volunteers;
--19 subprojects probably including tests on hunlan
volunteers . '~lhile no~ known, some of these
subproj ects may have included tests on unwitting
subjects as ,veIl;

--6 subprojects involving tests on:'"unwitting subj ects .
2.. Research on hypnosis:
--8

subp~jects,

including 2 involving hypnosis
and drugs.in combination;

.3 ... Acquisition of chemicals or drugs:
--7 subprojects;

4. Aspects of-magicians' art useful in covert operations: .e.g.,
surreptitious delivery of drugo-related materials:
·--4 subprojects;
5. Studies of human behavior, sleep research,. anel behaviorfil changes
during psychotherapy:'
--9 subprojects;.
6. Library searches and attendance at seminars and international
conferences' on behaVioral modification:

--6 subprojects;

7 .. 1VIotivational studies, studies of defectors, assessment) and training
techniq ues:
--23 subprojects;

5

8. polygraph research:

--3 subprojects;
9. Funding mechanisms for- IVIKUlLTRA external research activities:
.~::;
..
--3 subprojects;
•• t•

~

10. Research on drugs, torins, and biologicals in human tissue;
.
provision of exotic pathogens and 1the' capability to incorporate them in effective
delivery systems:

--6 subprojects;
.
11. Activities 'whose objectives can not be determined from available
do~umentation:

--3 subprojects;

12. Subprojects involving funding support for unspecified activities
connected with the Army's ~pecial Operations Division at Fi:. Detrick, IVld.
This activity is outlined LTl Vol. I of the Church Committee Report, pp. 388-389.
Under CIA's Project rvlK..l\T.AOlV!I, the Army assisted CIA in developing t testing,
and Dlaintaining biological agents and delivery systerns for use a.goainst humans
as l\'Vell as against animals' and crops. The objectives .of these subprojects
cannot be identified from the recovered material beyond the fact that the money
. ,vas to be used 'where normal funding channels 'would require more lvritten or
oral justification than appeared desirable for-security rea£ons or where
.operational conside-rations dictated short lE:ad times for purchases. About
$11 ,000 w·as_involv~Kl.during this period 1953-1960:

--3 subprojects;

13. SLTlgle subprojects in such areas as effects of electro--shock,
haraSSlnent techniques for offensive use, analysis of extrasensory perception,
gas propelled sprays and aerosols!J and four subproj ects involving crop and
materiel sabotage.

-------------------------------------------

14. One or hvo subprojects on each of the

followi~g:

--IIBlood Grouping" research controlling the activity
of animals J, ~nergy storage and transfer in organic
systems; and,
p

~-stimulus

and response in biological systems .
.:.. '

.15. Three subprojects ca.ncelle·ci' before any ,york was done on them
having to do with laboratory drug screening, research on brain concussion,
and research on biologit;ally active mater lals to be tested through the skin
on human volunteers.
Now, as to how much new the recove~eg nlaterial adds to ·what has
previously been reported to the Church Committee and to Senator Kennedy's
Subcommittee on Health on these topics, 'the- answer is additional detail, for
the most part: e.g., the names·of previously unidentified researchers and institutions associated on- either a 'Yitting or unwitting basis lvHh J\:1KULTRA
activities, and the names of CIA officials ·who approved or monitored the various
subprojects. Some new substantive material is also present: e.g., details
concerning proposals for experim·entation and clinical testing associated "lith
. various research proj ects J and a possibly improper contribution by CIA to a
private institution. Ho·w-ev.er, the principal types of activiti.es in~lllded have,.
for the most part, either .been outlined to SOJne extent or generally desex-tbed
in what 'was previously available to CIA in the \vay of documentation and \vas
supplied· by CIA to Senate-investigators. For example: .
--Financiai disbursement records for the period 1960-1964
for 76 of the 149 numbered lVIKUL'f'RA subprojects had been
-recovered from-the Office of Finance by CIA and ·were made
available to th2 Church Committee investigators in August
or September-1975;
--The 1963 Inspector General report on iY1KULTRA made
available to both the Chu·rch Committee and Senator
Kennedy's Subcommittee mentions electro-shock and
harassment sttb~tances (pp. 4, 16); covert testing on
unwitting U . S. citizens (pp. 7, 10-12); the search
for ne\'I materials throug-h arrangements 'with specialists
in univer'sities, pharmaceutical houses, hospitals, state
and federal institutions, and private research organizati9ns (pp. 7, 9); and the fnct that the Techincal Service
Division of CIA had initiated 144 subprojects related to the
control of human behavior between. 1953-1!)63 (p. 21).

-----~---~---------------
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--The relevant section of a 1957 Inspector General
report on the Technical Service Divisiory. \vas also
made available to the Church Committee
staff. That report discusses techniques for human
assessment and unorthodox methods of communication
(p. 201); discrediting and disabling materials which
can be covertly administered (pp 201-202); studies
on magicians' arts a.s applied to covert operations
(p. ~!02); .specific funding mechanisms for research
performed outside of eri"\. (pp. 202-203, 205); r~search
being done on "K" (knockout) material, alcohol
tolerance, and hypnotism (p. 203); research on LSD
(p. 204); anti-personnel harassment and assassination
delivery systems including aerosol generators and
other spray devices (pp. 206-208); the role of Fort
Detrick:in support of CIA's Biological/Chemical ~'larfare
. capability (p .208); and material sabotage research
(p. 209) ~ l\IIuch of this material is reflected in the
Church Committee Report, Volume I, pp. 287-411.

The most significant ne\v data discovered are, first, the names
of researchers and institutions 'who participated in the IV1Kl"LTRA project
and, secondly·, a possibly improper contribution by CIA to a private
institution. lVe are now in possession of the names of 185 non-government
researchers and assista..."1ts 'who are identified in the recovered material
"dealing \vith the 149 subprojects. The names of 80 institutions \vhere
"vork was done or 'with \vhich these people were affiliated are also mentioned.
The institutions include 44 colleges or universities, 15 research foundations
or chemical or pharmaceutical cOfl1panies arin the like, 12 hospitals or clinics
" (in addition to those !tssociated 'with universitie-s), and 3 penal institutions.
'..,hile the--identities·~of some-of these people and institutions ,vere kno'wn
previously, the discovery of the new' identiti~s adds to our knowledge of
IVIKULTR.A.
The facts as they pertain to the possibly improper contribution are
as follows: One project involves a contribution of $375, 000 to a building
fund of a private medical institution. The fact that u contribution \vas Inade
,V'as previously known; indeed it \vas mentioned in a 1957 Inspector Genertu
report on the Technical Service Division of CIA, pertinent portions of \vhich
had been revie\ved by the Church Committee staff. The ne'wly discovered
material, however, 11lakes it clear that this contribution was JTlade through
an intermediary, which made it appear to be a private donation. As a private
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dO!nation, the contribution 'was then matched by federal funds. The institution
'was not made aware of the true sO-tUrce <of the gift. This pr.oject \vas approved
,by. the then DCI, and concurred irn by CIA's top management at the time, including
the then General Counsel who \yrOlte an opinion supporting the legality of the
contribu lion _
The recently discovered do(Cumernts give a greater insight into the
scc:>pe of the unwitting drug testing but contribute little more than that. \Ve
nOM have collaborating informatiom that some of the un\vitting drug testing
lVa:S carried on in safehouses in ·San Francisco and Ne'w Yorl{ City, and lye
have identified that three individuals w(ere involved in this undertaking as
opposed to the previously reportecd one person. 1Ve also know no,,'l that some
unwitting testing took place on criiminal sexual psychopaths confined at a
State hospital and that, additionallly, research ,vas done on a knock-out or
1II{1l' drug in parallel 'with research to develop :pain killers for cancer patients.
These» then are the principal findings identified to date in our review
of the recovered material. As noted earlier, lve believe the detail on the
identities of researchers- and instiftutiorus involved in CIA's sponsorship of
drngs and behavioral Jnodification is a new element and one which poses a
considerabl~ problem. ~lost of the people and institutions involved are not
aware of Agency sponsorship. 'We should certainly assume that the researchers
and .institutions which cooperated with CIA on a \vittiJlg basis acted in good
fai1th and in the belief that they we;re aiding their' government in a legitimate
and proper purpose. I believe we all have a moral obligation to these researchers·
and institutions to protect them from any unjustified embarrassnlent or damag'e
to their reputations ,vhich revelatitan of their-identities might bring. In addition,
I have a legal obligation under the- Privacy Act not to publicly disclose thf:!
n~es of the individual researchers 'williout their consent_ This is especially
tru:e, of course, tor those researchers and institutions \vhich '\-\Jere un\yitting
participants in CIA -sponsored activities.
'
Nevertheless, recognizing the right and t11\:1 need of both the Senate
Select Comlnittee on IntelliQ."ence and the Senate Subco"inmittee on Health to invest.io'n.te
the circumstances of these activities in 'whatever detail they consider necesssary,
I am providing your Committee with ull of the names on a classified basis.
I hcope that this will facilitate your investigation ,vhile protecting the individunls
- and institutiOJ'lS involved. Let Ine emphasize that the iVIKULTRA events are
12 to 25 years in the past. I assur-e you that the CIA is in no \'lay engaged
in either \vitting or unwitting testing of drugs)oday.
.....
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Finally, I am working closely \vith the ;\ttorney General and with the
Secretary of Health, Education and 'Welfare on this matter. \Ve are malting
available to the Attorney .General ·whatever materials he may deelTI necessary
to any investigation he may elect to undertake. ''Ie are working 'with both
the Attorney General and the Secretary of Health, Education and \Velfare to
determine \vhether it is practicable from this new evidence to attempt to identify
any of the persons to w'hom drugs may ~pave been administered unwittingly.
No such names are part of these records, but \ve are "lorking to deternline
if there are adequate clues to lead to their identification; and if so,' ho\v to go
about fulfilling· the Government's responsibilities in the matter.
Yours

-"_

SinCerelY~~;-;
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